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We investigate beam propagation in a heavy-metal-oxide glass of the group Nb2O5–PbO–GeO2 using
picosecond pulses in the near infrared. We observe a wavelength-dependent self-focusing, with beam collapse
and modulation instability in the Kerr regime at 1.064 �m and stable spatial solitons at 820 nm where
multiphoton absorption is present. We report near-infrared beam self-confinement and solitons, filamentation,
interactions, and conical emission in the ps regime and discuss them with the aid of a numerical model.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Nonlinear glasses have been extensively studied in the
past few decades �1–7�. Among them, heavy-metal oxides
�HMO� are promising materials for ultrafast photonics, ow-
ing to their extended transmittance and large linear ��2� and
Kerr nonlinear refractive indices with ultrafast response
�1,4–7�. In nonlinear optics of dielectrics, transverse beam
effects and—specifically—spatial solitons are some of the
most studied and intriguing phenomena, experimentally in-
vestigated in media encompassing different physics, from
catalytic electronics to photorefraction and molecular reori-
entation, including plasmas and parametric crystals �8–13�.
However, despite the interest in glasses and a conspicuous
number of soliton-based applications for all-optical signal
processing �14–21�, solitary propagation in glass has been
reported in a few cases, either with femtosecond pulses in the
presence of multiphoton ionization �22–24�, or cw excitation
in thermo-optic diffusive �25� or photorefractive systems
�26�. As compared with the reported experiments in other
media, such a limited number of experimental studies can be
largely attributed to soliton instability and the tendency to
catastrophic collapse in purely Kerr bulk media �27,28�, i.e.,
wherever the response is not mitigated by additional mecha-
nisms such as reduced dimensionality �e.g., planar
waveguiding� or saturation or transverse nonlocality or
higher order susceptibility �12,13,29,30�. Multiphoton ab-
sorption, often present when high peak powers are em-
ployed, can play a remarkable role in nonlinear optics and in
the stabilization of self-confined beams in bulk �31–38�.

In this paper we report on nonlinear propagation in
Nb2O5–PbO–GeO2 glass, from catastrophic collapse and
transverse modulational instability at 1.064 �m to single
and multiple spatial solitons in the presence of multiphoton
absorption at 0.82 �m. The experiments were carried out
with picosecond pulses using both circular and elliptical
transverse excitations over a set of propagation distances and
energies.

II. MATERIAL PROPERTIES
AND EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

HMO are characterized by phonon energies significantly
lower than in silicate and borate glasses, although slightly
higher than fluoride and chalcogenide systems; they are
transparent and maintain good mechanical properties over a
wide interval of wavelengths from the visible up to the
mid-ir �7–8 �m� �1,4�.

HMO glasses 25Nb2O5–25PbO–50GeO2 mol % �nomi-
nal composition� were obtained by mixing high-purity re-
agents and employing standard melting procedures. The mix-
ture was prepared in a platinum crucible and kept in a
furnace at temperatures of 1100–1300 °C for one hour and
then poured on a brass plate; this was followed by thermal
annealing for one hour at 450 °C and by slow cooling to
room temperature at 1.5 °C /min. The resulting material was
a transparent glass with a yellowish appeareance at the eye.
The glass was subsequently cut in blocks with parallel faces
and polished to optical grade. HMO transmittance and re-
fractive index were determined by spectroscopic ellipsom-
etry �39�, as graphed in Fig. 1 after correction for reflection
�Fresnel� losses.

For the nonlinear characterization, a HMO sample of di-
mensions 5.7�8.7�11.2 mm was placed in front of the 25
ps pulsed beam produced by a 10 Hz repetition-rate paramet-
ric generator �OPG�, tunable from 0.72 to 2.1 �m, seeded
by a parametric oscillator and synchronously pumped by an
amplified frequency-doubled Nd:YAG laser. The beam was
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FIG. 1. Refractive index �solid line� and linear transmittance
�corrected for Fresnel losses� �dashed line� of HMO vs wavelength,
as obtained by spectroscopic ellipsometry.
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spatially filtered to the fundamental TEM00 mode, character-
ized and monitored with an automated profiler and gently
focused on the input facet of the sample. A 35 mm lens was
used to in-couple circularly symmetric beams for soliton ex-
citation, whereas a pair of cylindrical lenses with focal
lengths f =15 and f =100 mm, respectively, was employed to
shape the elongated �elliptical� input for the study of modu-
lational instability. Polarizing optics and half-wave plates al-
lowed adjustment of both power and polarization. Images of
the output beam were collected by an infrared-enhanced
charge-coupled device �CCD� camera through a microscope
objective, while calibrated semiconductor photodiodes mea-
sured input and transmitted power and energy with the aid of
beam splitters. A dual channel boxcar averager and computer
control were used to filter out noise as well as pulses of
amplitude exceeding the prescribed interval of values.

III. EXPERIMENTS AND DATA REDUCTION

A. Model

Laser beam propagation in optical dielectrics with a Kerr
response and dissipation can be described by a nonlinear
Schrödinger equation �1� corrected for �multiphoton� absorp-
tion,

2ik � Az + ��
2 A +

n2k2

�0
�A�2A + ik�K� n0

2�0
�K−1

�A�2K−2A = 0,

�1�

with A being the slowly varying amplitude of the electric
field E�x ,y ,z , t�= 1

2A�x ,y ,z , t�exp�i�kz−�t��+c.c., k the
wave number, �0 the vacuum impedance, n0 the refractive
index, and n2 the Kerr coefficient as in n�I�=n0+n2I. �K is
the coefficient of K-photon absorption as defined by �Iz
=−�KIK. For the numerics we employed a �2D+1� beam

FIG. 2. Measured �circle� and numerically evaluated output
beam size vs input energy, for a beam launched with waist 18 �m
and propagating over 5.7 mm at �=1064 nm. The inset shows a
case of optical damage induced by pulses of energy �16 �J.

FIG. 3. Self-confinement at �=820 nm: �a� input and �b� output
intensity profiles of a high-power pulsed beam launched with a
waist of 11 �m and propagating over 5.7 mm. The beam size re-
mains unchanged for more than 6 Rayleigh lengths, demonstrating
the formation of a stable solitonlike beam.

FIG. 4. Summary of experimental results and numerical evaluations for an 11 �m circular input at �=820 nm. ��a� and �b�� Output
beam waist �FWHM� vs excitation energy for propagation over 5.7 mm. Data �open circles� and calculation for a Kerr coefficient n2=5.5
�10−15 cm2 /W in the presence of either �a� two-photon absorption �2PA, dashed lines� or �b� three-photon absorption �3PA, solid lines�.
The time integration was implemented for input Gaussian pulses. The 2PA coefficients are 1.2, 1.8, 2.4�10−2 cm /GW and the 3PA
coefficients are 1.5, 3.0, 7�10−4 cm3 /GW2, respectively, with darker lines referring to lower absorption. Best fits are obtained for �2

=1.8�10−2 cm /GW and �3=3�10−4 cm3 /GW2 in the two cases. �c� Beam transmission through an 11.2 mm sample vs input energy:
experimental �open circles� and time integrated data calculated in the presence of 2PA �dashed lines� and 3PA �solid lines�. The best fit is
obtained considering 3PA with �3=3�10−4 cm3 /GW2. �d� Computed highest �along z� intensity of the pulse peak vs excitation for pure
Kerr �dotted black line� with no K-photon absorption, Kerr with 2PA �dashed lines�, and Kerr with 3PA �solid lines�, using the coefficients
and the gray scale above: in the model only 3PA can effectively counteract collapse in the whole excitation range.
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propagator with a standard Crank-Nicolson scheme and
Gaussian spatiotemporal excitation.

B. Self-focusing and spatial solitons

When excited in the nonlinear regime at 1064 nm with a
beam of waist 18 �m, the HMO glass behaved as a purely
Kerr medium and exhibited self-focusing. Although the out-
put spot size decreased with excitation �Fig. 2�, spatial soli-
tons of size comparable to the input waist were not observed
and, for pulse energies of 16 �J and beyond, the beam col-
lapsed and damaged the sample, visually resulting in a small
and faint central spot surrounded by an annular ring as in the
inset of Fig. 2. Such an output profile could also be imaged
by launching a low-power beam in the damaged region of
the sample, confirming the permanent character of the effect.
The damage and its dynamics can be ascribed to plasma-
induced avalanche breakdown for self-focused picosecond
pulses in bulk solids �40,41�. Specifically in HMO glasses,
catastrophic self-focusing involves a collateral stress-induced
material densification �bright halo region in the inset� due to
the high pressure generated in the collapsing region �42�. In
order to evaluate the nonlinear refractive index we numeri-
cally fitted the data on output beam size �full width at half
maximum �FWHM�� versus energy by solving Eq. �1� with
�K=0. We obtained n2=1.6�10−15 cm2 /W, corresponding
to a critical power PCR=�2 /2�n0n2�560 kW �43�; Fig. 2
graphs both measured and evaluated output waist �FWHM�
versus excitation.

Conversely, when operating at �=820 nm stable solitary
beams could be excited with input waists of 11 �m at ener-
gies of 2.8 �J as visible in Fig. 3, showing intensity profiles
at the input and after propagation for 5.7 mm �6 Rayleigh
lengths�. The nonlinear absorption amounted to a loss of
about 20%, but the sample was not damaged for energies up
to 5.4 �J. The different behavior at the two wavelengths
�820 and 1064 nm� can be attributed to the presence of mul-
tiphoton absorption at 820 nm, as revealed by the throughput
reduction, displayed in Fig. 4�c� for an 11 �m beam propa-
gating over a length of 11.2 mm �open circles�. The data are
normalized to the linear transmittance �which accounts for
Fresnel losses�.

Owing to the use of picosecond pulses, higher-order dy-
namics such as group velocity dispersion and plasma-
induced defocusing can be neglected. Plasma formation in
self-confined propagation of ps pulses, in fact, would be ac-

companied by breakdown, as reported in fused silica �40,41�:
once the plasma density is high enough to arrest self-
focusing �about 1018 cm−3 �41��, strong avalanche ionization
takes place with an amplified electron density up to the dam-
age concentration ��1019 cm−3� �44�. With femtosecond
pulses, conversely, their short duration prevents avalanche
multiplication and allows self-trapping without collapse �22�.

Two and three-photon energies in bulk HMO at �
=820 nm are close to 3.02 and 4.54 eV, respectively. How-
ever, due to the mixed valence states, the glass sample does
not exhibit a sharp cutoff in transmittance, as in other HMO
glasses �45�. For this reason the evaluation of energy gap and
Urbach tail �46� can be affected by a significant error; hence,
we resorted to numerical simulations to identify the leading
contribution of nonlinear absorption. A summary of the fits
with 2PA or 3PA is presented in Fig. 4. Consistently with the
dispersion due to the blue-ultraviolet resonance �47�, the ex-
trapolated Kerr coefficient n2=5.5�10−15 cm2 /W at 820
nm is higher than at 1064 nm. Figure 4 shows the experi-
mental results and those calculated with the inclusion of 2PA
�panel �a�� or 3PA �panel �b�� for the output beam waist
versus input energy after propagation over 5.7 mm. Although
a pointwise interpolation could be obtained using 2PA at
given powers, the 3PA term in Eq. �1� allows to fit also the
transmittance curve �Fig. 4�c�� and to reproduce the experi-
mental trend in a noncritical fashion, as displayed in Fig.
4�d�. Here the highest beam intensity for the pulse peak
power is calculated versus input energy at the focal position
during propagation in the whole sample, for the pure Kerr
case �without K-photon absorption� and in the presence of
either 2PA or 3PA. The graphs are normalized to the peak
intensity at the input; hence, in the diffracting regime �below
the soliton threshold 2.8 �J� the highest beam intensity oc-
curs at the entrance �unitary response�; at threshold it is at

FIG. 5. Output intensity distribution for an elliptically shaped
beam propagating through 5.7 mm at �=1064 nm. The sample was
excited with 0.14 mJ per pulse and spot size 15 �m�215 �m in
two distinct locations at the entrance facet: either two or three fila-
ments were generated with a separation of 30 �m.

FIG. 6. Propagation of an el-
liptically shaped beam launched at
�=1064 nm with size 15 �m
�215 �m: output profiles for
propagation lengths of ��a� and
�b�� 5.7 mm and ��c� and �d�� 11.2
mm; �b� and �d� are the experi-
mental results, and �a� and �c� are
numerical simulations with n2

=1.6�10−15 cm2 /W.
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the output and the response is comparable for 2PA and 3PA;
above 2.8 �J the focal point moves toward the entrance as
the excitation increases. The diverging trend of the maximum
peak intensity in the case of 2PA at energies �2.8 �J indi-
cates the occurrence of catastrophic collapse, never observed
at this wavelength. Conversely, 3PA appears to counteract
the self-focusing instability in the whole excitation range,
with a best fit obtained for �3=3�10−4 cm3 /GW2.

C. Modulational instability and multiple filamentation

Modulation instability �MI� is a precursor of individual
and multiple soliton formation �10,11,48�: the interplay be-
tween nonlinearity and diffraction can break up a homoge-
neous beam into localized filaments, eventually generating
an array of solitons �49–61�. The unstable behavior observed
at 1064 nm was confirmed by investigating MI of a beam of
size 15 �m�215 �m injected at the input of the HMO
sample. By letting the beam propagate through the three dis-
tinct lengths available in our glass block, we recorded the
formation of filaments along the major axis of the ellipse,
with patterns determined by both input position and propa-
gation distance. Consistently with the theory �49�, even when
the number of filaments changed owing to a localized pertur-
bation �i.e., launching the beam at a specific input location�,
for a given excitation energy the spacing between filaments
was conserved, as shown in Fig. 5. Filaments catastrophi-
cally collapsed for energies higher than 160 �J when propa-
gating through the shortest sample section and than 130 �J
through the longest one. Simulations performed with the
model used for propagation at 1064 nm, adding white noise
�10% of beam amplitude� to the input field result in good
agreement with the experimental data, as shown in Fig. 6.

Although 3PA plays the role of stabilizing mechanism for
spatial solitons at 820 nm, it necessarily shortens the useful
length for self-trapped propagation. This limitation can be
mitigated by a surrounding energy background, the latter
able to “refill” the energy lost by the beam�s� �32,62�. We
numerically investigated such nonlinear space dynamics in

those conditions under which MI and multiple filamentation
were observed in HMO. The resulting evolution pattern, pre-
sented in Fig. 7�a�, suggests that the propagating filaments
undergo complex phenomena such as multiple focusing
�breathing� with conical emission from the foci and addi-
tional filament generation from the released energy �63,64�.
The beam was launched from the left and superimposed to a
white noise pattern to permit the �numerical� development of
MI �49�. Figure 7�b� shows the energy evolution �dashed
line� and the corresponding maximum transverse peak inten-
sity �solid line� versus z: the peak value increases by more
than one order of magnitude with respect to the initial sec-
tions where filaments are yet to be formed. The energy trend
demonstrates that the role of nonlinear absorption becomes
more appreciable �i.e., steeper decrease vs z� once self-
focusing comes into play. Most filament energy is released
after collapse into “spatial” �as compared to spatiotemporal�
conical emission, as previously observed also in other non-
dissipative media �63,65,66�, notwithstanding the role of
multiphoton losses in transforming the Gaussian excitation
into a Bessel-type beam �32,62,67�. Finally, the radiated en-

FIG. 8. �a� Calculated and �b�
acquired output cross sections of
elliptic beams launched at �
=820 nm with size 13.5 �m
�130 �m after propagation over
5.7 mm. ��c� and �d�� As �a� and
�b� but for propagation over 8.7
mm. ��e� and �f�� As �a� and �b�
but for input size 13.5 �m
�180 �m and propagation over
11.2 mm. In the numerics we used
n2=5.5�10−15 cm2 /W and �3

=3�10−4 cm3 /GW2.

FIG. 7. �a� Intensity distribution calculated in the plane xz for an
elliptical beam at 820 nm launched with size 13.5 �m�130 �m
with energy 24 �J assuming n2=5.5�10−15 cm2 /W and �3=3
�10−4 cm3 /GW2. As it propagates from left to right, the beam
undergoes multiple filamentation with conical emission, refocusing
as well as formation of new filaments. �b� Input-normalized energy
�dashed line� and maximum transverse intensity �solid line� vs
propagation.
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ergy could seed a successive generation of filaments as in
Ref. �63�.

In the experiments we focused an elliptically shaped
Gaussian beam of dimensions 13.5 �m�130 �m at the in-
put facet of the HMO sample; at variance with the 1064 nm
excitation, the generated filaments did not undergo collapse
or damage but their number increased with input energy, in
agreement with the predictions from standard treatments of
transverse modulational instability �49�. Figure 8�b� shows
the output intensity profiles after propagation for 5.7 mm:
two and five filaments were formed at 20 and 27 �J, respec-
tively. In the latter case, small rings appeared around the
beam axes owing to energy release via conical emission �de-
tails in Fig. 9�a��. Moreover, consistently with their predicted
evolution �Fig. 7�, the filaments exhibited various sizes and
intensities due to maximum self-focusing at different propa-
gation distances. The calculated profiles �Fig. 8�a��, obtained
with the actual input parameters, are in remarkable agree-
ment with the observed dynamics: self-focusing at low ener-
gies, breakup and splitting in two filaments, conical emis-
sion, etc. even though their transverse shape and locations
depend on the specific realization of a process �MI and mul-
tiple filamentation� which is seeded by noise. While the in-
clusion of 3PA allowed us to reproduce with remarkable fi-
delity the observed behavior even for longer propagation
distances �e.g., 8.7 and 11.2 mm, Figs. 8�c� and 8�d� and

Figs. 8�e� and 8�f�, respectively�, no agreement was found
with the experimental results when excluding 3PA from the
model �Eq. �1�� and accounting for 2PA only. This further
confirms that three-photon absorption is the leading dissipa-
tive mechanism at 820 nm and the one responsible for soli-
ton stabilization in this HMO.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

In conclusion, we thoroughly investigated the nonlinear
response of a heavy-metal-oxide glass of the ternary system
Nb2O5GeO2PbO when spatially self-focusing ps beams in
the near infrared. The results, interpreted with the aid of a
nonlinear Schrödinger equation corrected for multiphoton
absorption, indicate that the glass has a purely Kerr response
around 1064 nm, whereas three-photon absorption plays a
significant role around 820 nm. At the latter wavewlength
3PA prevents catastrophic collapse and allows the formation
of stable spatial solitary waves, even when originated from a
wide beam through modulational instability. Complex dy-
namics such as conical emission and multiple filamentation
were observed and numerically reproduced, confirming the
Kerr-type nature of the HMO response. This HMO glass ap-
pears to be an excellent candidate for self-confined propaga-
tion in ultrafast dielectrics.
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